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What’s new in ABI/INFORM Collection? 
Content added in the last 24 months. Updated     February 2018

Cutting edge research
Read the latest thinking long  
before it appears in a scholarly journal:

• New working papers added from
Research Papers in Economics,
OECD, and NBER, bringing the
total number found in ABI
Collection to 470k

• New conference proceedings
added from providers including
International Council for Small 
Business (ICSB) and American 
Society for Engineering 
Management (ASEM) 

MORE resources for teaching

• Over 400 in-depth reports from 
Plunkett Research providing 
granular coverage of industries 
ranging from amusement parks 
to wine, or batteries to vitamins

• In-depth research from Barnes 
Reports covering hundreds of 
industry sectors globally

• Double the number of BMI 
Research Reports: ABI now 
includes the entire portfolio of 
2000 reports covering all 
available countries and 
industries

• Country Reports from 
Economist Intelligence Unit for 
79 countries

• Netwise Manufacturing Industry 
Company Reports. B2B supply 
chain resource with over 900k 
U.S. company profiles 

• Coming soon: Visual snapshots 
of 100 economies from Charting 
Economy

•  

• Enterprise & Society (Cambridge University Press)

• Economic Policy (Oxford University Press)

• International Journal of Sports Marketing & Sponsorship 
(Emerald Group Publishing)

News, Blogs, and Trade Publications
• New newspapers such as  Australian Financial Review, Les Echos 

(France) and The Economic Times (India)
• New newswires from Dow Jones Institutional News and 

Bloomberg Wire service

• Over 60 trade journals and magazines from  providers including 
Dow Jones, Financial Times, and Questex

• MIT Sloan blogs 

Sign up for quarterly updates
See what's been added to all of our business databases in more detail including full lists of all new content. 
Sign up here: bit.ly/PQBusinessUpdates

Scholarly journals
The  full text of 170 peer-reviewed scholarly journals have been 
added in the last 12 months. Highlights include:

Continuous investment and growth

The number of full text titles in ABI has more 
than doubled (132%) since 2009. The number of 
scholarly full text titles has increased by 91%.

http://bit.ly/PQBusinessUpdates


ABI/INFORM Collection
Comprehensive and diverse, helping today’s researchers solve tomorrow’s problems

BY KEEPING UP with the needs of researchers worldwide, we have grown the ABI/INFORM Collection into the 
world’s most comprehensive and diverse business database. The number of journals available in active full 
text has more than doubled in the last three years as we have added additional scholarly and non-scholarly 
content based on feedback from business researchers. The ABI/INFORM Collection now has more of the 
information needed by business researchers than any other single source available.

The ABI/INFORM Collection contains the following databases: 

• ABI/INFORM Global — core scholarly content including thousands of full-text scholarly journals,
periodicals, dissertations, and collections of working papers, as well as content from The Wall Street Journal,
The Economist, and other major business presses.

• ABI/INFORM Trade & Industry — applied content including market research reports, journals, magazines,
and periodicals relevant to trade and industry.

• ABI/INFORM Dateline — the most streamlined version, containing regional business news and wire feeds.

For more resources and even better value, consider ProQuest’s Business Premium Collection.

Subject areas include:

• Accounting
• Business
• Business trends

• Competitive landscape and product information
• Corporate strategies
• Economic conditions

• Finance
• Management techniques
• Management theory

The ABI/INFORM Collection offers: 
The most important journals. Read the full text of key journals from the world’s most important scholarly 
publishers such as Cambridge University Press, Palgrave Macmillan, Emerald Group Publishing, Springer, MIT 
Sloan School of Management, and many others.

The most influential business news. Keep up to date with current full text of the most widely read business 
news publications. ProQuest’s ABI/INFORM Collection is the only business database where researchers can 
find full text of The Wall Street Journal, The Economist, Financial Times, and Australian Financial Review.

Cutting-edge thinking. See the latest academic thinking first by accessing more than 450,000 working papers 
from Research Papers in Economics (RePEc),  INSEAD, and The Organisation for Economic  
Co-operation and Development (OECD).

Comprehensive collection of relevant literature. Find even more relevant academic thought and conduct a 
more thorough literature review by searching over 40,000 business-related dissertations.

Comprehensive, expert market information. From BMI Research, Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU), 
Euromonitor, Dun & Bradstreet, Plunkett Research, Barnes Reports, Oxford Economics, and more.

Over 40 million company records. From Experian.

Actual and forecast data. Explore 50 years’ worth of actual and forecast economic data for the G20 countries 
from Economist Intelligence Unit. 

Thousands of business cases and case studies including Times 100 Business Case Studies.




